
Putting Feminism into Practice in International Policymaking 

and for the Achievement of the SDGs 

– What Does Feminist Multilateralism Look Like? 

 

8:00 – 9:30 am 22 September 2022 

German House 

 

Hosted by Chile, Germany, The Kingdom of Netherlands, Liberia, Mexico and Sweden,  

as members of the Feminist Foreign Policy + Group 

 

In recent years, shrinking democratic space, protracted conflicts, the unfolding climate crisis, and the 

covid-19 pandemic have resulted in severe socioeconomic consequences that have disproportionately 

affected women and girls. These crises have arisen from and are exacerbated by persistent historical 

and structural inequalities such as unequal power relations, discrimination, harmful social norms and 

gender stereotypes, sexual and gender-based violence, as well as poverty, including the feminization 

of poverty – issues that are often overlooked or at least not systematically addressed in multilateral 

contexts.  

Simultaneously, however, we have seen a growing movement of governments and other actors 

adopting feminist approaches to foreign policies, and policymaking at large. In January 2022, the 

Feminist Foreign Policy + (FFP+) Group, a cross-regional group consisting of feminist foreign policy 

countries and other countries with strong support for feminist approaches, was created to promote 

feminist approaches to the work of the UN and to foreign policy. On 12 September, the Berlin 

Ministerial FFP Conference provided the opportunity to enlarge the cross-regional group of States that 

support Feminist Foreign Policy approaches. At the UN, the implementation of the 2030 Agenda, which 

is well into its Decade of Action, and the Secretary-General’s Report “Our Common Agenda” have made 

it clear that gender equality must be at the centre of the work of the UN for it to be effective and 

sustainable. 

As we face some of the biggest challenges of our time, including a considerable pushback to the gender 

equality agenda, a coordinated feminist approach is key for creating a multilateralism that delivers: 

one that not only recognizes but transforms unequal power structures and elevates the voices of those 

hitherto marginalized.  

As the number of countries committing to a feminist foreign policy grows, it is crucial to ask how we 

together mobilize as actors to advance a feminist multilateralism that addresses the gender 

dimensions of crises and conflicts and contributes to achieving the Sustainable Development Goals. 

Building on the strong foundation of CEDAW, the Beijing Platform for action, the Women, Peace and 

Security Agenda, the Agenda 2030 and the Generation Equality Forum, a feminist multilateralism 

offers a practical framework for translating commitments into reality. A feminist multilateralism 

advances a global progressive agenda but further recognizes that the successful implementation of 

feminist approaches does not come in a one-size-fits-all model, but requires a context-specific lens.  

 

The high-level discussion will bring together policymakers and practitioners from Member States, civil 

society and the UN to share best practices and experiences of feminist foreign policymaking and 

feminist multilateralism.  



 

Short Outline of the Agenda  

 

1. Video message with grassroots civil society actors from around the world sharing what 

“feminist action” means to them. 

2. Opening Statements and co-hosts sharing their experiences of Feminist Foreign Policy 

approaches, from national to multilateral perspectives.  

3. Fireside Chat: How can a feminist multilateralism contribute to achieving the SDGs? 

4. Lightning round highlighting concrete feminist policy examples 

5. Comments from the floor and closing remarks 

 

Aim: Introduce FFP+ group to the UN, its membership and civil society, find new allies, increase 

cross-regional support and understanding for FFP approaches, promote a feminist/gender-

transformative approach to multilateralism.  

 

Possible outcome:  

 Informal document with concrete policy examples and best practices (gathered from the 

event discussion) to share with all Member States and other stakeholders following the 

event. 

 

 

 

 


